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RESPONCES FROM ITALY AND EBU 
  
To the message from Germany, Italian BIU delegate and the EBU 
president sent us their opinions. Thanks a lot!  

Hello Hiro, 
  
hello to all, 
  
FMI – BIU: 
this is a very important question. BikeTrial Sport is very connected 
with Moto Trial and I like the Hiro when he say: “BikeTrial origin from 
Moto Trial”. It is so. I hope is possible that BIU can try to walk on this 
way. This is one “particular” that can qualify BikeTrial in opposite to 
“Trials” that is “cyclistic specialties”. This is a very good idea, 
perfectly coherent with BIU phylosophy. 
  
Canada: 
Thank for your job Mike, I hope in future you remain however very 
close to BikeTrial world. Welcome in BIU Family to Jeff. 
  
Giuliano BikeTrial Italia.  
Dear Hiro, 
  
I am reading with interest message from Frank about FIM because I 
think it is a good way for our improvement in Europe. I spoke to 
Frank and Joerg last year that they should try to call motorcycling 
federation for possible cooperation in Germany. EBU committee 
agreed a time ago to set up an official contact with FIM because we 
have many countries where is BikeTrial affiliated with FIM. It is our 
plan to set up a official meeting with FIM headquarter by Genève. 
Please let me know if EBU can be helpful for BIU in this project. 
  
Best regards, 
Libor 
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ENTRY OF 2011 WBC 
  

To the delegates of the host countries of WBC. If you received the 
entry list from delegate, The official list is the only BIU entry list. 



Please do not forget to inform it and send the list to BIU. Up to 
now, we have the entry as follows. 
  

Entry details 
  
NATION 

GROUP A GROUP B C TOTAL 

E S J M B P F   

SWEDEN 1 3 1 3 1 0 1 10 
UK 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 6 

  
The entry will be closed on 23 June. That means you have to 
complete it before close the entry. Below is the left date to the 
deadline. Please do not forget sending your entry list before 
closing it.  

10 days left 
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